
 

 

 

 

Sl.No Time Thumbnail Description Responsibility More Info 

1 00:05 – 00:33 

 

Joint Based Facial Rig Everything 
except model 
and texture 

Click here 

2 00:34 – 00:44 

 

Blendshape Facial Rig Blendshapes 
and its setup 

Click here 

3a 00:45 – 00:58 

 

Building fully functional, 
reusable rig templates 

Everything 
Except model 

Click here 

3b 03:41 – 01:24 

 

Modifying generic 
templates to character 

specific components 

Everything 
Except model 

Click here 

3c 01:25 – 01:42 

 

Scripts to import all  
character templates 

and build the puppet rig 
and connect to deform 

chain 

Everything 
Except model 

Click here 
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3d 01:02 – 02:24 

 

Deformation and 
Calisthenics 

Everything 
Except model 

Click here 

4 02:25 – 03:10 

 

Joint Based Muscle Tool Everything 
Except model 

Click here 

5 03:11 – 03:44 

 

Spline IK overshoot fix Everything Click here 

6 03:45 – 04:08 

 

Growing Vine Rig Rig setup Click here 

 

  



 

01. Joint Based Facial Rig 

 

Implemented only using joints. Very few corrective shapes were used. The main goal was to explore the 

facial anatomy and expressions using only joints. 

Also developed a mirror blendshape script and a paint transfer weight tool. 

You can find the demo of them here: 

https://vimeo.com/59467560 

(Time : 02:03 – 02:44)  

Model and Texture by Judd Simantov 
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02. Blendshape Based Facial Rig 

 

I documented my entire blendshape process, workflow and tips on my blogpage: 

http://mcvijay.wordpress.com/technical-discussions/modeling/blendshapes-a-detailed-

look/workflowtips/ 

http://mcvijay.wordpress.com/technical-discussions/modeling/blendshapes-a-detailed-look/chuck-

blendshapes/ 

 

I was only responsible for the modeling of the shapes and setting up a final target node with all shapes 

connected to it. This was then integrated into the facial rig. 
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03a. Rig Templates 

 

Individual templates were built for every component of the body. Each template is a fully functional 

unit. Templates were built using the same folder structure so connections between the templates could 

be made easily. 

Examples of templates are: 

Spine_template, bendyLimb_template, twist_template, neck_template, ikFkBlendChainTemplate etc. 

These templates can be imported to build more templates such as the limb_template (has the 

bendy_template, twist_tempalte, ikfkBlend_template communicating with each other) 

General Folder structure for a template : 

 

 

 

The core logic of the template can change any time during production without affecting the behavior of 

other components. For eg. The spine template could be implemented using the ikSpline technique. In 

future, we could choose to implement this using a ribbon spine or a pointOnCurveInfo spine. 

Irrespective of which technique is used, the output folder of the template always gives the correct 

outputs that the deform joints need to follow. As the output_GRP is the group communicating with all 

other components and the final jointChain, we can change implementation of each template to hearts 

content without affecting the behavior of other components. 

 

  

setup_GRP : Any settings information needed to setup the 

template 

output_GRP : final output of the template 

input_GRP : Any incoming connections to template. 

control_GRP : All animatable controls 

guts_GRP : Where the math happens. Core of the template 

that user need not see/interact with but is needed for 

functioning of template. 
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03b. Character Specific Components 

Once all generic templates have been developed, they can be connected together to form a working 

puppet rig. 

Each final template has a Group called starter_GRP. Under this are starter locators. When the visibility of 

the starter_GRP is enabled, all animation controls for the template are set to Template mode, so user 

does not move them accidentally. Each of these starter_locators have only the required attributes 

accessible in the channel box. By manipulating these, the user can reset the template to any desired 

length and orientation. 

A screenshot of the generic arm_template shows how other templates have been put together to form 

this one bigger fully functional arm_template. A screenshot next to that is the character specific 

L_arm_template 
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03c. Character setup scripts 

 

The folder structure of the components ensures that the same folders will communicate with each other 

even if a template is modified/updated. This allows to build some very easy scripts that basically 

a) Import all the character specific components, 

b) Groups them in the outliner, 

c) Connects the appropriate groups of the templates to build the puppet rig. 

d) Connects the output folders of these components to the final deform chain. 

When we now have to test a new functionality in a template or a component, we just have to run these 

scripts again and it will setup the rig very quickly.  
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03d. Deformation and Calisthenics 

 

Shoulder setup is based on the peter shipkov technique. But I implemented it using the reusable 

template approach. As the scapula tends to slide around the rib cage, I added an extra control for the 

scapula which the user can use to aim the scapula at different angles, simulating the sliding movement 

of the scapula. 

For the correct deformation, the muscle tool template (explained later in the reel) has been used on the 

chest and upper back along with a few corrective shapes. 

I also did not model the character.  
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04. Joint based Muscle Tool 

 

The muscle tool needs 4 inputs to work correctly. The starting joint, mid joint and end joint information. 

This allows for the muscle tool to orient in the correct direction and follow these joints as they are 

rotated and moved. 

The fourth information required is the rotation values for the endJoint. For eg, the amount of rotation 

on the elbow joint is used to drive the bicep and tricep muscle driver, from a value of 0 to 1. In order to 

avoid gimbal lock and other rotation problems in calculating the joint rotations, I developed an ikHandle 

based aimTemplate.  

This basically consists of 2 joints and an ikHandle. The two joints are point constrained to the correct 

joints in the output chain. That way, they always follow the position of the output chain but are not 

affected by the rotations. The rotation values from the base joint in the ikHandle template is now used 

to calculate the rotations of the output joint chain. This is used to drive the driver attribute in the 

setup_GRP of the muscle_template. 

 

I used the same setup of the jointBased muscle in a quadraped rig. You can also use this technique to 

drive corrective shapes very easily. 

Link to quadraped rig using the muscle tool: 

https://vimeo.com/84195738 

(Time : 01:40 to 02:34)  
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05. splineIK Overshoot Fix 

 

I developed this technique when testing the puppet rig of the biped character. When I realized the 

splineIK overshoot was affecting the position of the other components, I had two options:  

a) Implement the spline using a ribbon or pointOnCurveInfo technique. 

b) Come up with a fix to not overshoot. 

As the ikSpline component was already working perfectly and fully developed, I decided to take the 

second approach. 

I am driving the position of 2 locators (one for hip and one for chest), between the end joints and the 

end controls (chest and hip control in this case). I am just blending the translate values of the locators 

between the joint position and the control position. The stretch attribute connects to the blender 

attribute of the blendColors node. 

I also added the extra control for animator to be able to make the locator follow the control completely 

or the joint completely or blend between the two. He can do this by adjusting the chestSlide and 

hipSlide attributes from -1 to 1. 

A screenshot of the setup shows how I implemented this using utility nodes. 

The top half the below setup gives out the position of the chest_ctl and chest_JNT. These two 

pointconstraint the output. The weights of the pointconstraint are driven through the bottom half of the 

network. This basically takes into account 3 things : a) spine direction b) stretch values and c)slide values 

and decides what the weighting on the constraints should be. 

The same has been implemented for the hipLocator too. Network for that is very similar and is attached 

as the second image. 
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Node setup for the overshoot fix of the chest locator 



 

Node setup for the overshoot fix of the hip locator  



 

06. Growing Vine Rig 

 

This was a very challenging rig because of the time constraints and complexity of the rig itself.  

a) The vine needed to be aligned to any shape the user wanted.  

b) The bottom part of the vine needed to grow and the top part of the vine needed to emote and 

animate. 

c) The FK controls needed to have the ability to reposition on the curve anywhere. 

d) The iK setup needed to follow this FK setup and provide for additional animation on top of this. 

I addressed these issues by developing individual templates with specific functionality and then 

importing all of them together to form the final rig. 

Custom FK: 

- The fk controls are being controlled by starter locators that are being controlled though a 

pointOnCurveinfo node (PCI). 

- Modifying the parameter value of these PCI nodes allows for the locators to travel along the 

curve and reposition the FK. This takes care of the translate values of the FK chain, but not the 

rotation. 

- I developed the ikAimTemplate (the same one I used on the biped rig to calculate the joint 

rotation values) here to basically look at two points in space and give the rotation values needed 

to aim down the chain. The output of these ikAimTemplate groups were used to control the 

orientation of the FK chain. 

- The FK chain could now be animated along the curve. 

Custom IK: 

- The output of the FK setup controls the position of the clusters that drive the 

customIkSplineCurve. 

- I implemented a splineIK setup using PCI nodes, giving me the option of controlling exactly 

where along the chain the different IK joints needed to be. 

e) The FK drives the IK. But each IK joint in the chain can now be slid along the curve output by the 

FK. This allows for very precise positioning of the vine geometry. 
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